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OPENING SPEECH

As the Dean of Faculty of Sport Sciences Universitas Negeri Yogyakarta, I would like to welcome and congratulate to all speakers and participants of the First Yogyakarta International Seminar on Health, Physical Education, and Sport Science (YISHPESS) 2017 entitled “Evidence-Based Practice of Sport Science in Education, Performance, and Health”.

This international seminar is actually an implementation in the framework of the assessment of the achievements and sports culture in society that can support the achievements of the Indonesian people, so that there will be a significant role of practitioners, academicians, sport people, and sports observers from Universities, Institutions and Sports Organizations to help actively facilitate in the development, assessment of innovative sports science development so as to achieve sport achievements at the National and International level.

Finally, we thank all the committee of YISHPESS for their hard work in organizing this activity, and congratulate the invited speakers and all participants. Hopefully, this seminar is significant for the development of physical education, health, and sports sciences.

Prof. Dr. Wawan S. Suherman, M.Ed.
Dean of Faculty of Sport Sciences,
Universitas Negeri Yogyakarta
PREFACE

Alhamdulillahi ribilalamin, thank Allah the First Yogyakarta International Seminar on Health, Physical Education, and Sport Science (YISHPESS) has been prepared well and on time. With all humility, we welcome and congratulate the speakers and participants of Yogyakarta International Seminar on Health, Physical Education, and Sport Science (YISHPESS) organized by the Faculty of Sport Sciences, Universitas Negeri Yogyakarta.

The YISHPESS 2017 is designed to updating and applying evidence-based practice in sports science aspects, including: education, performance and health. We hope that the invited speakers of this seminar can reduce the gaps between academic and field to get best output in the daily sport and health practices.

We would like to thank to Rector and the board of Universitas Negeri Yogyakarta for supporting this seminar come true. Praise and be grateful to the Lord, so that this proceeding can be issued. Hopefully, the publication of this proceeding can bring benefits to the participants in particular and readers in general.
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Abstract

Objectives: The objective of this study is development of tool detector LJDOF-SDH for long jump as a media for basic motor of track and field learning based on sensor.

Methods: In this study, researcher used the qualitative descriptive method with the secondary data for the basic principle think with the forum group discussion and forum group interview with the expert, stake holder and the student.

Results: The results of this research is a prototype of tool detector LJDOF-SDH for long jump as a media for basic motor of track and field learning based on sensor. The development of detector validation tools take off long jump based sensors as a means to validate the results take off long jump at the time of athletic basic motion learning, this validation detector tool is more effective than the previous operating tool.

Conclusion: After going through several stages of development of the operation of detector validation of the sensor-based off off by using laser sensor, this research can be concluded that is:

1. The creation of detector validais appliance take off long jump based sensor with specification:
   a. CPU: ATmega328.
   b. Data control: Arduino IDE
   d. Battery system: lipo 3cell 12V / 2500mah.
   e. Indicator: 9G servo motor
   f. Application of long jump detector
2. Product worthy to be used in terms of work system tools and equipment resistance to external disturbances such as shock resistance from the body athletes when take off.
3. Product analytical tool has been completed with guidance manual of use which have been prepared by researcher.

Keywords: Development, Long Jump, Sensor, Learning Process, Physical Education Department

INTRODUCTION

The progress of science and technology (Science and Technology) has been growing rapidly recently. This is marked by the number of new innovations emerging in various fields of science. Sports is a science that also really need assistance by the technology to support when doing such an activity.

The term "athletic" comes from the word "atlon" (greek) meaning "race" or "race". For us, athletics is a sport consisting of three race numbers, namely: street and running number, jump and throw. Americans, English and many other countries, including the region in ASEAN used the term "Track and Field", and the Dutch call the term "Atletiek" (Tamsir Riyadi, 1985: 1).

The athletic sports branch is a physical activity consisting of dynamic and harmonious basic movements, ie roads, jumps and throws (Edy Purnomo, 2007: 1). Of the four numbers are officially there are 44 events in the match in multievent activities such as PON, Sea Games and Olympics. Each number on the athletic branch has different characteristics. One of them in the long jump number of validity is determined by the judge about the validity of the jumper in making the jump.

In the long jump number there is a repulsion pedestal marked with a flat beam planted with a prefix and the surface of the landing site. This is a legitimate area for jumpers, whereas jumpers are declared invalid when touching the beam's edge closer to the landing site. The edges are
the frontier line of a plastisin indicator board mounted as a tool for the jury to see the validity of a jumper in a leap.

Please note that sometimes need carefulness and accuracy in paying attention to detail plastisin indicator board installed, so that lead to errors in declaring whether or not the results of exercise or learning especially long jump numbers. In this research the research team will add the sensor tool to minimize the error along with some counterparts as a marker of the jump result is good and correct or not that is visual and auditory and also equipped with leap recorder chip that can be transferred to computer data about quality of jump result so that later hope will greatly facilitate the lecturer pengels athletic basic motion courses in the assessment.

Perhaps this has been a concern for a long time and has been given a solution. For example, by using a video recording when jumping jumps with camera video recorder, to be able to determine the validity of a jumper. It cannot be denied, this is a good solution. However, video recorder cameras are usually used only in high-level prestige competitions, for example at the National and International levels. This is because to be able to use the video recorder camera must use a relatively expensive funds.

Based on these considerations, it is expected to develop a long jump validation detector tool that utilizes laser sensors that will be connected to sign lights, flags, data recorders of jumps that also use dual electrical system (AC-DC) and buzzer able to detect whether or not the jump results while doing repulsion as a simple solution. The smaller sensor size is easier to apply to many needs, in addition to accurate needs for the sensor also includes ease of use, sensitivity and price levels. In addition, by using AC-DC electrical technology then this tool will be very flexible to be used anywhere.

**METHOD**

This research uses research with research and development method. Research and development is a research method used to produce a specific product used research that needs analysis and to test the effectiveness of these products in order to function in the wider community, it is necessary research to test the effectiveness of these products (Sugiyono, 2011: 297).

According to Sumadi Suryabrata (2013: 77) the purpose of developmental research is to investigate patterns and growth sequences and changes as a function of time. This study aims to modify the tool on plastisin board in long jump by using sensor system KY-008 Laser, where this sensor will detect whether or not a jumper in jumping at the time of learning process of athletic basic motion and operational make it easier for lecturer and student to observe and see whether or not someone is in a leap.

**RESULTS**

**Product design**

The design of this product will use Ky-008 laser sensor, arduino nano for the brain of the program and photodiode to drain the flow of electricity or light to arduino uno which will in return and become a sign.

**Hardware**

The validation detector tool is in the program from the computer

**Software**

Programs are used as readers experienced by the tool (hardware)
Figure 1. Technical product design flow

a. Scheme detector validation tool take off long jump based sensor

In this long jump off detection validation detector circuit, we use medium-sized electronic components so that it does not require much space to place this validation detector tool. In addition it is also calculated the function of these components in order to obtain the desired results. Therefore, the design of the tool should not be arbitrary.

Figure 2. Scheme of detector validation detection tool take off remote jump based sensor

b. Layout tool

The design of the tool should be tailored to the original purpose of manufacture. So the tool will work as expected. In addition, the physical form of the tool must also be in accordance with the place that has been in order to be easy during assembly.

Figure 3. Design flow validation tool detector

Figure 4. Physical form design of detector validation tool takes off long jump based sensor

DISCUSSION
Theory Description
1. The nature of long jump

According Mochamad Djumidar (2004: 65) jump is a movement to lift the body from a point to another point further or higher by square off run fast or slow by resting one leg and landing with the feet / other body members with a good balance. Jumps and jumps are almost the same word but have a difference between the two. Jump is done by using one foot as a pedestal while jumping using two legs as pedestal.
The long jump is the result of a horizontal velocity made from square off to the vertical motion produced from the foot of the pivot, the formulation of the feet of the two aspects was substantially derived from the foot of the pivot, the formulation of the feet of the two aspects yielded a parabolic motion force and the central point of gritafification (Djumidar, 2001: 12.40). "Long jump is the simplest and simplest number compared to other field numbers. This is because students prior to the long jump learning, this will result in students will quickly learn the long jump correctly "(Eddy Purnomo & Dapan, 2011: 93).

According Soegito, et al (1994: 60) the main elements of the sport's long jump consists of a movement run by the prefix, contrary motion, the movement of the air and ended up with the movement of the elements landing movement. Own style and contribute to results jump in the form of distance. The four movements must be performed in an unbroken series. According Soegito, ddk (1994: 65) that must be paid attention to the teacher in keeping the far jump is:

a. Children to keep this speed keep the running speed to take the prefix until it reaches the pivot.
b. Use the explosive force of the foot while performing repulsion on the pivot with a fast and dynamic push.
c. Changing slightly left position when it reaches the pivot block, intended to reach a more upright body.
d. Use the arm compensation movement properly and appropriately.
e. Look at the landing movements appropriately.
f. Master the correct movement of the arms and legs in terms of straightening and bending.

The two main techniques used in long jumps are hanging techniques and kicking techniques (walking in the air). The kicking technique is more popular but both techniques have been used by elite athletes to reach more than 8.83 meters (29 feet) (Gerry A. Carr, 2003: 135).

Based on the description above, the long jump is a sport that is in desperate need of concentration and good technique movement, although the long jump is the number sport that is very simple but in the long jump, concentration and techniques is needed because if a jumper is not concentrating and taking account of measures to resist on a pedestal board, sometimes a jumper will experience a jump failure or so-called leap disqualification.

2. Long jump components

The long jump is a combined movement of the prefix, repulsion, time to float and land. The movements are repeated and between each other support so that the mastery of each movement becomes very important.

The components of the long jump component are as follows:

![Figure 5. Overall motion (IAAF 2000: 35)](image)

3. Board of support

The holder should be marked with a planted block aligned with the prefix and the surface of the landing site. The more beam edges with the rectangle are the pedestal boundary lines. Right after the boundary line has to be mounted plasticin indicator board as an aid to the jury, the construction of the pedestal should be rectangular, made of wood or other hard materials that match the length of length 1.2.2m and the width of the beam of 20 cm and the thickness of 10 cm, the beam must be white.

4. Plasticin indicator board

This board is a sturdy board with a width of 10 cm and a length of 1.22 cm made of wood or other materials suitable and should be painted in contrast to the beam, if possible the color of the
plasti should be different from the beam and indicator board. This board should be mounted on the grooves on the prefix path, just after the side of the beam nearest to the landing site. The surface should start from the surface of the support beam to a height of 7 mm. The edges shall have an edge slope, and the edge closest to the prefix lane on the lid with the plastic layer extending 1 mm thick or the ends cut in such a way that the curvature when plastically filled will have a slope of a 45° angle.

5. Long jump detector based sensor detector component

a. Sensors

D Sharon, et al (1982), says the sensor is a device that serves to detect symptoms or signals derived from changes in energy such as electrical energy, physical energy, chemical energy, biological energy, mechanical energy and so on.

1) Characteristics of the sensor

In selecting the appropriate sensors and transducer equipment and in accordance with the system to be in the sensors it is necessary to note the following common sensor sensations.

2) Linearity Sensor

There are many sensors that produce output signals that change continuously in response to continuously changed inputs. For example, a heat sensor can generate voltage according to the heat it feels.

3) Sensitivity Sensor

Sensitivity will show how much sensor sensitivity to quantity is measured. Sensitivity is often expressed by numbers that indicate "change in output versus input change units". Some hot sensors can have a stated sensitivity with "one volt per degree", which means a one degree change in the input will result in a one volt change in the output. Other heat sensors may have a sensitivity of "two volts per degree", which means having twice the sensory of the first sensor. The sensor linearity also affects the sensitivity of the sensor. If the response is linear, then the sensitivity will also be the same for the overall measurement range. Sensors with responses to the image (b) will be more sensitive to high temperatures than low temperatures.

4) Sputter sensor time

The time response on the sensor shows how fast it responds to input changes. For example, an instrument with poor frequency response is a mercury thermometer. The input is temperature and the output is mercury position. Suppose that the temperature changes occur piecemeal and continuous with time.

b. Photodiode

Photodiode is a type of diode whose resistance varies when the light falling on the diode varies in intensity. In the dark the value of the resistance is so great that practically no current flows. The stronger the light that falls on the diode the smaller the value of resistance, so that the current flowing larger. If the photodiode of the p-n continuous-voltage connection is irradiated, the current will change linearly with the increase of the applied light flux at the junction.

Figure 6. Photodiode (ryankudeta.wordpress.com)

Photodiodes commonly used are silicon (Si) or gallium arsenide (GaAs), and others include indium antimonide (InSb), indium arsenide (InAs), lead selenide (PbSe), and tin sulfide (PbS). These materials absorb light through the characteristics of the wavelength range, for example: 250 nm to 1100 for nm silicon, and 800 nm to 2.0 μm for GaAs.

The photo diode is a type of diode that serves to detect light. Unlike the usual diode, this electronics component will convert light into electric current. Light that can be detected by this photo diode ranging from infrared light, visible light, ultra-purple to X-rays. Photo diode applications ranging from automobiles on public roadways automatically, camera light gauges as well as some medical equipment.
c. Buzzer

Buzzer Electrical is an electronic component that can convert electrical signals into vibrations of sound. In general, Buzzer which is an audio device is often used in the series of anti-theft, Alarm on Watches, House Bell, Reverse Warning on Trucks and other danger warning devices. Buzzer types are often found and used is a type of Buzzer Piezoelectric, this is because Buzzer Piezoelectric has many advantages such as cheaper, relatively lighter and easier in combining it to other Electronics Circuit.

Figure 7. Buzzer (teknikelektronika.com)

d. Arduino Nano

Arduino Nano is one of the microcontroller development board that is small, complete and supports the use of breadboard. Arduino Nano was created with ATmega328 microcontroller base (for Arduino Nano version 3.x) or ATmega 168 (for Arduino version 2.x). Arduino Nano more or less has the same functionality as Arduino Duemilanove, but in different packages. Arduino Nano does not include DC type Jack jacks, and is connected to a computer using a Mini-B USB port. Arduino Nano is designed and manufactured by Gravitech company.

Figure 8. Arduino nano (ilearning.me)

Arduino Nano can be activated via a Mini-B USB connection, or through an external power supply with an unregulated voltage between 6-20 Volts connected via pin 30 or VIN pin, or via an external power supply with a 5-volt regulated voltage via pin 27 or 5V pin. The resources will be automatically selected from a higher voltage source. The FT232L FT232L chip on the Arduino Nano will be active when powered via USB, when the Arduino Nano is powered from outside (Non-USB) the FTDI Chip is off and the 3.3V pin is unavailable, while the TX and RX LEDs blinks when digital pins 0 and 1 are in HIGH position.

e. Software arduino idea

The IDE stands for Integrated Development Environment, or simply an integrated environment used for development. Referred to as the environment because through this software Arduino done programming to perform the functions embedded through the programming syntax. Arduino uses its own programming language that resembles the C language. Arduino programming language (Sketch) has been made changes to facilitate beginners in doing the programming of the original language. Prior to being sold to the market, the Arduino microcontroller IC has been embedded in a program called Bootlader that serves as a mediator between the Arduino compiler and the microcontroller.

Figure 9. Software arduino ide (sinauarduino.com)
Programs written with the use of Arduino Software (IDE) are referred to as sketch. Sketch is written in a text editor and stored in a file with the .ino extension. The text editor of Arduino Software has features like cutting / pasting and searching / replacing that allow you to write program code.

In Arduino IDE Software, there is a kind of black message box that displays the status, such as error messages, compile, and upload the program. At the far right of the Arduino IDE Software, shows the configured board along with the COM Ports used.

**f. Batre li-po 3c**

Lithium Polymer Battery or commonly called with LiPo is one type of battery that is often used in the world of RC. Primarily for RC type aircraft and helicopters. LiPo batteries do not use liquids as electrolytes but instead use dry polymer electrodes that are shaped like thin film plastic coatings. This film layer is arranged in layers between the anode and the cathode which results in ion exchange. With this method LiPo batteries can be made in various shapes and sizes. Outside of the advantages of the LiPo battery architecture, there is also a drawback of weak ion exchange flow occurring via dry polymer electrolytes. This causes a decrease in charging and discharging rate. This problem can actually be overcome by heating the battery causing ion exchange to be faster, but this method is considered not to be applied to everyday circumstances. If scientists can solve this problem then the security risks in batera lithium type will be greatly reduced.

![Figure 10. Batre Li-po 3S](image)

1)电压

In NiCad or NiMH batteries each cell has 1.2 volts while the Lipo battery has a rating of 3.7 volts per cell. The advantage is that high battery voltage can be achieved by using fewer number of cells.

On any LiPo battery pack besides the voltage there is a label symbolized by "S". Here "S" means cell owned by a battery pack (battery pack). While numbers in front of symbols indicate the number of cells and usually range between 2-6S (although sometimes there are 10S). Here are some examples of LiPo battery notation.

- a) 3.7 volt battery = 1 cell x 3.7 volts
- b) 7.4 volt battery = 2 cells x 3.7 volts (2S)
- c) 11.1 volt battery = 3 cells x 3.7 volts (3S)
- d) 14.8 volt battery = 4 cells x 3.7 volts (4S)
- e) 18.5 volt battery = 5 cells x 3.7 volts (5S)
- f) 22.2 volt battery = 6 cells x 3.7 volts (6S)

2) Capacity

Battery capacity shows how much energy a battery can store and is indicated in milliampere hours (mAh). This notation is another way of saying how much load can be charged to a battery for 1 hour, after which 1 hour the battery will be completely discharged.

For example a RC LiPo battery that has a 1000 mAh rating will be completely discharged if given a load of 1000 milliampere for 1 hour. If the same battery is loaded 500 milliampere, then the battery will be completely discharged after for 2 hours. So even if the load is increased to 15,000 milliampere (15 Amps) then the energy in the battery akah used up after only 4 minutes. (15 Amp is the number of loads commonly used in 400 class RCs). As has been explained, with such large current
loads it is an advantage when using a battery with a larger capacity (eg 2000 mAh). That way the discharge time will increase to 8 minutes.

3) Discharge Rate

The usual discharge rate symbolized by "C" is a notation that states how fast a battery can be safely discharged. In accordance with the above explanation that the electrical energy in the LiPo battery is derived from the exchange of ions from the anode to the cathode. The faster ion exchange that can occur then means the value of ""C ".

A battery with a 10C discharge rate means that the battery can be discharged 10 times the actual battery capacity, so too 15C means 15 times, and 20C means 20 times, etc.

Let's use the above 1000 mAh battery example as an example. If the battery has a 10C rating then the battery can withstand a maximum load of up to 10,000 milliampere or 10 Ampere. (10 x 1000 milliampere = 10 Ampere). This figure means equal to 166 mA per minute, then the 1000 mAh battery energy will be exhausted in 6 minutes. This figure is derived calculated by calculating the amount of current per minute. 1000 mAh divided by 60 minutes = 16.6 mA per minute. Then then multiply 16.6 with the C rating (in this case 35) = 166 mA load per minute. Then divide 1000 by 166 = 6.02 minutes.

4) Internal Resistance

Internal Resistance is a number indicating the rate of resistance contained in the battery component. This resistance will determine the speed of ionization from the anode to the cathode. There are three main advantages offered by LiPo battery type batteries than other types such as NiCad or NiMH are: LiPo battery has a light weight and is available in various shapes and sizes a) LiPo battery has a large electrical energy storage capacity b) The LiPo battery has a high energy discharge rate, which is very useful in the RC field. In addition to the advantages it has, this type of battery also has several disadvantages, namely: (1) LiPo battery price is still quite expensive when compared with NiCad and NiMH batteries (2) High performance of LiPo batteries must be paid for shorter lifespan. The LiPo battery age is about 300-400 times the 31 recharge cycle. In accordance with the treatment given on the batteries. (3) Security reasons. LiPo batteries use a combustible electrolyte. (4) LiPo batteries require special handling to last a long time. Charging, Discharging, and storage can affect the age of this type of battery.

g. Ubec

Ubec 3A 5V Changing the voltage, high to low or vice versa, requires the right circuit, so that power can be delivered with the highest level of efficiency possible. Lowering the voltage by using a regulator IC like the 7805, is very commonly used. This regulator has the ability to handle currents up to 1A, with a minimum Vin equal to 7V, to produce 5V output. With a simple calculation, if Vin = 9V, then the power dissipation ~ 4 Watts, one large enough value (heat). Or, using a LDO type linear regulator, like 2940, which also has the ability to handle currents up to 1A, with a minimum Vin equal to 5.5V, to produce 5V output.

Figure 11. Ubec 3A 5V (cristianto.tjahyadi.com)

Another option is the switching regulator. For the need to supply a servo motor or other circuit that operates at a voltage level of 5V - 6V, it can use UBEC. UBEC - Universal Battery Elimination Circuit is an electronic circuit that takes power from a battery pack or other DC source, and lowers it to a voltage level of 5V or 6V. The maximum input voltage depends on the UBEC specification.
UBEC is usually used in applications requiring higher currents, and the device is capable of delivering power with efficiency up to 92%. When selecting UBEC, make sure the selected UBEC model has a current rating that fits the needs (load).

h. Servo 9g Motor

Servo motor is a device or rotary actuator (motor) designed with a closed-loop feedback control system (servo), so it can be set-up or set to determine and ensure the angular position of the motor output shaft. Servo motor is a device consisting of DC motor, series of gear, control circuit and potentiometer. A series of gears attached to the DC motor shaft will slow the rotation of the shaft and increase the servo motor torque, while the potentiometer with the change of resistance when the motor rotates serves as a determinant of the rotation position of the servo motor shaft rotation. The use of a closed-loop control system on the servo motor is useful for controlling the movement and the end position of the servo motor shaft. Simple explanation like this, the position of the output shaft will be in the sensor to know the position of the shaft is exactly as desired or not, and if not, then the input control will send a control signal to make the position of the axis exactly at the desired position. For more details about closed-loop control systems, consider simple examples of some other applications of closed-loop control systems, such as setting temperature on air conditioners, refrigerators, irons and so on.

Servo motors are commonly used in industrial applications, but they are also used in many other applications such as radio controlled toy cars, robots, aircraft, and so on.

Figure 12. Motor servo 9g (elektronika-dasar.web.id)

There are two types of servo motors, AC and DC servo motors. AC servo motors are more able to handle high currents or heavy loads, so it is often applied to industrial machines. While DC servo motors are usually more suitable for use in smaller applications. And when distinguished by rotation, there are generally two types of servo motors that are on the market, the servo rotation motor 180° and servo rotation continuous.
1) Standard servo motor (servo rotation 180°) is the most common type of servo motor, where the output spindle is limited only 90° towards the right and 90° towards the left. In other words the total round is only half circle or 180°.
2) Motor servo rotation continuous is a type of servo motor that is actually the same as the standard servo type, it’s just the rotation of the axis without limitation or in other words can rotate continuously, either to the right or left.
3) The working principle of servo motor. Servo motors are controlled by providing pulse width modulation (PWM) signals via control cables. The width of the control signal pulse provided will determine the angular position of the rotation of the servo motor shaft. For example, a pulse width of 1.5 ms (milli seconds) will rotate the servo motor shaft to a 90° angle position. If the pulse is shorter than 1.5 ms it will rotate to the position 0° or to the left (counterclockwise), whereas if the pulse is given longer than 1.5 ms then the servo motor shaft will rotate toward the position 180° or to the right (clockwise). More details see the picture below.

i. Power supply

Switching power supply is a power supply design with good power efficiency. Currently electronic devices that use the adapter more and more diverse. Starting from cheap electronic equipment such as radios to mobile phones. The need for an adapter as an alternative as a battery replacement is preferred because the battery can not last long and automatically make the operational cost of an electronic device becomes larger. With an adapter no longer needed the battery but its weakness can not be carried easily because the adapter must always be connected to the PLN power grid.
But even so the adapter is still used. Of the various adapter available in the market, the conventional adapter with a voltage-lowering transformer and a simple voltage regulator is more common than an adapter with switching technology.

Adapter is also known as power supply. Good supply power should be able to provide good regulatory stress and be able to provide sufficient current to the load. The unregulated voltage at the supplanted power output may cause the electronic equipment to use the power supply to be damaged, especially the voltage regulation section (if any) but if the equipment does not have an internal voltage regulation circuit then it is certain that the electronic equipment will be damaged.

j. Ftdi

The FT232RL module is a USB signal conversion module to a reliable and practical TTL / UART (USB-to-TTL Converter) signal for use in microcontroller-based electronics circuits, so your handheld electronics device can communicate with other devices via USB standard communications. This module can be used as a USB-to-serial adapter for arduino boards that do not have on-board USB functions such as Arduino Pro Mini.

The attached USB connector is a female mini-B type connector. For Linux / MacOS / X users no driver is required to access this electronic component because the operating system will automatically recognize this USB chip and install the appropriate driver automatically.

Note: This module already includes a data connection cable, you do not need to purchase a Standard-A / Male to Mini-A / Male USB Connector Cable cable separately.

For the Windows operating system, please download the FTDI driver at the link listed below. There are two kinds of drivers, VCP (Virtual Communication Port, COMxx) that works like a regular COM port and Direct Driver (D2xx) for quick access via API (Application Programming Interface).

By default, this module works on a 5V voltage. If desired, cut the track jumper on the back of the PCB with the cutter, then connect (short) the middle pad with the 3.3V pad (see the picture on the pin configuration section below). If you often work with both levels of voltage, our electronics components store also sells FTDI-232 / DVS which has a voltage-selector jumper so there is no need to do this hacks.

k. Visual video

Visual Studio 2010 is basically a computer programming language. Where the understanding of the programming language is the commands or instructions understood by the computer to perform certain tasks.
Visual Studio 2010 (often referred to as VB .Net 2010) in addition to being called a programming language, is also often referred to as a tool to generate windows-based application programs. Some of the capabilities or benefits of Visual Studio 2010 include:

1. To create a windows based application program.
2. To create program helper objects such as, for example: ActiveX controls, Help files, Internet applications and so on.
3. Test the program (debugging) and generate EXE ending programs that are executable or can be directly executed.

Visual Studio 2010 is a fairly easy language to learn. For novice programmers who want to learn the program, the Visual Studio environment can help make the program in the blink of an eye. As for advanced programmers, great ability can be used to create complex programs, such as a networking environment or client server.

Visual Studio language is quite simple and uses commonly used English words. We no longer need to memorize syntax or various language formats, in Visual Basic everything is provided in the choices that are left to be taken as needed. In addition, the visual development tools make it easy for us to develop Windows-based applications, are mouse-driven and highly versatile.

A Brief History of Visual Studio 2010

Here are some important points in the history of its development:

1. First released in the name of Visual Basic issued in 1991, the Visual Basic is still based on DOS and for Windows
2. Visual Basic 3.0 was released in 1993
3. Visual Basic 4.0 was released in 1994 with support for 32 bit applications
4. Visual Basic 6.0 was released at the end of 1998
5. Visual basic for next is the .Net version released in early 2002
8. In 2008 Microsoft also issued version 9.0 or commonly called Microsoft Visual Studio 2008.
9. Until the year 2010 Visual Studio is already in version 10.0 or commonly called Microsoft Visual Studio 2010, which in it has added a new programming language that is F # which is a refinement of previous versions.

Visual Studio Visuals 2010

Some of the features of Visual Studio 2010 include:

- Using a programming platform called studio developer, which has the same look and tools as Visual C ++ and Visual J ++. That way you can migrate or learn other programming languages easily and quickly.
- Has a powerful compiler that can generate executable files faster and more efficiently than ever before.
• Has some new wizard additions. The wizard is a tool that simplifies the creation of an application by automating certain tasks.
• Visual Studio 2010 has several features for the development of various applications including; Windows Development, Web Development, Office Development, Sharepoint Development, Cloud Development (Windows Azure), Silverlight Tooling, Multi-Core Development, Customizable IDE.

CONCLUSION
The results of the development of detector validation tools take off long jump based sensors as a means to validate the results take off long jump at the time of athletic basic motion learning, this validation detector tool is more effective than the previous operating tool. By using this laser sensor along with other supporting components then students and lecturers only need to see and validate take off on a leap. After going through several stages of development of the operation of detector validation of the sensor-based off off by using laser sensor, this research can be concluded that is:
1. The creation of detector validais appliance take off long jump based sensor with specification:
   a. CPU: ATmega328.
   b. Data control: Arduino IDE
   d. Battery system: lipo 3cell 12V / 2500mah.
   e. Indicator: 9G servo motor
   f. Application of long jump detector
2. Product worthy to be used in terms of work system tools and equipment resistance to external disturbances such as shock resistance from the body athletes when take off.
3. Product analytical tool has been completed with guidance manual of use which have been prepared by researcher.
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